Student Return to Campus Survey – Spring 2021- Student Comments
During the COVID-19 pandemic, what challenges have you faced with your classes? (Select all that
apply) - Other, please tell us more - Text
Zoom only allows for so much information. Classes like my Speech Class, Physical Education, and even
some Computer Classes best benefit from in person meetings. To sum up my thoughts on how
successful remote teaching has been this past year at Hancock, I feel slightly bought out of my
education and that some teachers (not all) use COVID related topics to excuse meeting basic
requirements for their students. If Hancock continues to have the majority of their classes offered via
remote learning, I see myself continuing my education elsewhere.
While I understand that being in a pandemic things can change within a moments notice it is
frustrating when all my program instructors are not on the same page. This leave us students
scrambling last minute to accommodate whatever is given to us.
We are in the middle of a pandemic and everything went completely online, and yet there seems to
be more coursework than necessary. A lot of the classes im taking do cannot be taught properly
through zoom.
unmotivated
tutoring
Took weeks to get my laptop last semester leaving me to drop my computer editing class because I
never got my laptop
Too much time in front of the computer, it is exhausting.
There are no Econ tutors. That would have been helpful.
The classes I need are not being offered due to Covid which is causing me to stay in school longer.
The class I need to graduate is still not being offered.
Text book cost
testing format seemed to be jeopardized. teachers labeling questions as; A,B or C but online format
was multiple choice. In conclusion, some questions didn't make sense.
Teacher who weren’t helpful at all when not understanding the material even in office hours we a
waste of time .
Teacher not grading assignments timely. Especially going into mid-terms with any 4 out of 20
assignments graded.
Specifically, in the fall the instructor realized he could not use the online whiteboard/write on it. The
whole course had to be verbal/no notes or examples on the board.
Some Professors and teachers weren’t organized nor clear with assignments
Some of the lab material like in physics classes was challenging over the computer, I don’t think I got a
full fundamental grasp of the material.
Some of my teachers have been really great and others have not. I voiced my concern to the school
and found out after i dropped that class the teacher hadnt changed. Talking about students and
making fun of them in the main room while they are in a breakout room is not cool
Some classes wee cancelled that I needed to take online only
Smaller class size may limit how many classes I may be able to enroll in.
sickness/covid
[DEDACTED] refuses to use canvas and it is extremely overwhelming to try and learn her backwards
system on top of learning remote learning to begin with. She is racist and homophobic and a bigot on
top of that and I’m beyond shocked and offended that she is employed by your institution.
Remote learning is not suited for everyone and I have laerned that I am one of the people who cannot
do remote learning
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Professors being extremely unhelpful and not being understanding as to their student’s feelings.
Poor WiFi quality at home
Personally, it was harder for me to get motivated at home.
other students conflicts about loss of motivation was demeaning to people who made the best out of
the situation
Only that we couldn't do our electronics labs on campus and had to use circuit simulators instead. The
simulators were helpful and i will use them in my future but the hands on experience was missing and
i think most of the class would of benefitted more if that was on campus for atleast the lab portion.
One specific teacher has a pattern of posting assignments late and does not allow students enough
time....
Not sure if the remote classes would be accepted for transferring
Not having my own quiet place to do my test or do my work
Not Enough HS Courses. To many canceled courses.
Not being able to get hands on training for the technical classes, such as Networking.
none, the pandemic gave me more opportunities with online learning.
none, I prefer online, since I am a working adult and need to fit classes into my schedule
none, i absolutely loved the ERT and it has worked well for my lifestyle. I have had no problems with
my schedule during COVID. AHC was extremely helpful from counselors to financial aid.
None listed and none I can think of. I guess the only thing I could say is the not too good
communication of Instructors but that most likely would happen even if we were not in remote.
No tutoring for my classes I was taking
No technical assistance for evening students requiring immediate help. This resulted in some signing
in late or not attending class at all. There was nobody to contact during non conventional business
hours. This was extremely frustrating. Additionally, returns by borrowed books from the bookstore
was un fathomable, with limited book store hours for returns. This resulted In draconian monetary
fines or shipping the books at an already exorbitant price.
no hands on learning, teachers overwhelmed, home distractions,
My [REDACTED] teacher was very hard to get a hold of she wouldn't respond emails in a timely
manner. I ended up not passing her class because she provided so much work and was not accessible
to her students.
My home is not a good learning environment. Too many distractions
My health class is AMAZING! My teacher is very good at online classes. My [REDACTED] professor on
the other hand.... she kinda sucks and won’t respond to emails but when I see her in person and ask
about the email she said she didn’t feel like responding to those questions. She’s also kind of all over
the place when it comes to class. Not organized.
My family had lots of students on zoom which made it very hard to have good connection
My classes were perfect.
My [REDACTED] teacher didn't post the syllabus or any information for 8 days.
Missed the hands on instruction during [REDACTED]classes
Miss communication with the writing center
Many of the attendance has been difficult due to slow internet or unavailable connection for class
lectures.
many deaths, due to Covid in our family.
Many classes were not opened to students
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Low band with internet providers. Internet connection in central coast is terrible.
Love my online class
Labs were difficult due to lighting and being unable to physically touching bones-for Anatomy.
kurzweil text BUS 110 did not match BUS 110 textbook
Just when the internet wasn’t working.
just hard to focus online
Internet issues
Internet connection.
instructor no timely in responses or instructions not clear
I'm satisfied with what I'm getting.
I’ve had more issues with the times testing. I’m not sure if that depends on the teacher or the school
requirements. I personally need more time to take tests.
I’m the type that needs to learn in class especially math. I can’t do online and pass
I would like all classes to be remote
I really appreciate the online option (ERT) teaching optin
I prefer learning in person
I liked the Distance Learning aspect of online classes although having to go on Zoom classes from 6-9
pm became tiring.
I liked it, but the only problem is I have kids and it is hard to focus
I learn with more hands on visual learning so its been extremely difficult to take classes like anatomy
and physiology and not be able to have the in person help with things and just in person learning in
general
I just can’t find any motivation at home to do any of the work. When I was at campus, I at least knew I
was going to do the work because I’m already there.
i hope there is more time option for all the classes morning and night
I haven't had any major issues that I can think of at the moment.
I have not faced any challenges with online learning, it is quite enjoyable
I have not experienced any issues with ERT and i think it has been extremely beneficial to me actually
taking more classes while doing online remote learning versus in person.
I have good experience in general
I have found that my professors are working harder to help us and are more available to us.they
actually answer back when you inbox them a up to an hour later its awesome. class registration was
good also. the only thing is the library but im figuring it out.
I have an extremely difficult time learning with ERT as I learn best in person with the ability to have a
one on one conversation with the professor. Though I am able to talk with my professors via zoom, it
is not enough to simply talk with them, especially with subjects such as chemistry. I personally need
to be able to see demonstrations and handle lab equipment to better understand it.
I hate this, I can't get anything done correctly because school online is so stressful. Teacher tend to lag
when you meaasge them. Honestly I'm going on a gap year because I hate online school so much.
I had no issues while taking my classes online.
I had no issues at all.
i had no issues
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i dropped an 8week class because this professor over did it with workload like as if we didnt have
other classes or responsibilities. i understand is college and all but some professors cram too much
work.
I dropped a math class because the teacher had no idea how to navigate Canvas and Zoom.
I didn't run into any problems that Allan Hancock College didn't fix promptly.
I didn’t have any issues.
I did not have any issues
I did not have any issues
I did not face notable issues as I was already having online classes prior to the pandemic and I felt like
my teachers adapted well.
i am fine my teachers go out of thier way honestly i gotm lucky with my teachers and their attitudes
mcguire and bradbury are great for your school
Huge Services Disruption for those who are LAP Students. No open facilities for homework and
support out here in LVC. This Campus should have all the supports in place as the Santa Maria
Campus. No one with a disabilitiy should be without services for their needs.
Haven't had any issues actually. The online courses have been great. And I feel safe
Half of the courses were not available.
Greatly missed interaction with other students about class topics. Labs were lectures with no
demonstrations
Get more feedback and assistance from instructors in person vs zoom.
for students who struggle with mental health, it was much harder to deal with during a pandemic.
Felt like the grading wasn't too fair my final is 50% of my grade.
felt dismissed when i reached out to ask for assistance applying for the Learning Assistance Program
and as a result have not applied
Don’t like the zoom part of the remote learning
Difficulty of completing assignments by weekly deadlines due to having my school aged children
participating in remote learning as well. Would prefer semester deadlines.
Didn’t really like the online format.
cost of classes are the same although its remote
Certain instructors give way more work than would be in an in person class.
Certain classes I need are not being offered at this time because of Covid
Can be hard when face with wifi issues. Although inevitable, it’s hard when it’s actual class time lost.
Called back to reenter the work force and the children are in need of lots of TLC due to the deaths,
that have affected our family.
bc its all online, there is 0 push to do well.
At times zoom wouldn’t work because of internet connection so I wouldn’t hear certain things my
instructor said
At some points, it was a little hard to understand what we were doing.
When in-person learning resumes, what aspects of online/remote format would you like to see
continued? (Select all that apply) - Other, please tell us more - Text
Zoom class meetings
using canvas for homework and submissions
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The more opportunities us the best because many people have to balance work and school. I
personally live 45 minutes away from campus
The classes that are easily done online could be offered online or in-person, but those that are inperson should be in-person only. Not sure how grades have looked since the school went online: if
they've gotten better or worse, but my guess is that they have gotten worse. It's easy to lose
motivation and get distracted from home.
Teachers using Canvas more
Submitting assignments or doing test through Canvas
Since we've already established and implemented zoom for class we should be able to continue wuth
our education in the same manner. Those who want to can join class in person and for those with
immune issues and other reasons should be able to continue zoom classes simultaneously. Shouldn't
be that hard to implement.
Posting of all notes, coursework and the recordings of the lessons
Online with it al is good for me as a single mother
online printing services
Online office hours. This feature is really nice so that when a student has a quick question, it doesn't
require them to drive to campus.
Online classes help me not have to drive 1hr to the campus
Not all course need to be in person, lab course's success relies on in person teaching but classes such
as Calculus or English or many other non lab courses can easily be converted ti online curriculum.
need more classes online only options
Many teachers have been recording their classes in case someone is unable to attend for whatever
reason. This is comforting to know that if something happens and I can't attend class I won't be
missing everything
Make more online classes
in think having both is still pretty good
In regards to having the flexibility to do class from home if needed, I think this would be necessary if a
student tested positive for COVID.
I would like to see more online classes offered for those students who work full time. It allows
students to work and study on their own time.
I would like all the resources to be available remote as they are now. It works perfectly for me. Thank
you.
I think everything should still be online/remote due to the fact it's much easier to do along with not
having to be exposed to the virus.
I really would like most, if not all classes especially in the STEM field to be offered online. It has made
learning much more fun and enjoyable since I can watch lectures at any time.
I personally have felt more productive with online zoom class. I feel I am able to focus more and I can
take notes much more comfortably.
I like webinars with a contact person who gives feedback on what is being studied
I dont want to be in person
I don’t really see myself participating in anything remote. To me, it raises concerns about the integrity
of the class, my education, and puts distrust between me and the person running it.
Having professors record their lectures was a huge help. Professors holding study sessions over zoom
was also a big help.
Fully remote/online option for all classes including labs.
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Everything! Online learning has opened doors to attend school again. Have everything available a
distance. Your college will make more money by accessing more people from all over.
Dance and martial arts in person with proper precau
classes being recorded
Class online learning - helps me a lot.
Availability of lap top & wifi materials.
All the above, if possible.
All of it, please. It has saved me had money, food money, time(driving takes up a lot of time when I
could be studying) it helps with my focus. And my job.
all of it, it offers opportunities to people who can't take in person classes.
all i think its very convient and i can keep and i on my children and i am not and absent parent
What educational and/or day-to-day concerns do you have currently? (Select all that apply) - Other,
please tell us more - Text
We all share a computer so I need to take classes online when there's availability at home.
university transfer
Unable to work my job and go to class. I can’t pay for school if I don’t go to work Sun-Wed 730-1800
un motivation
Transferring
Time to understand the material of what’s being tote.
Staying motivated with at home learning.
staying healthy
Some instructors are not very good at having the resources available to support LAP students.
So far none.
reliable childcare
Price of Books
Not feeling successful in my learning environment
No access to the computer lab.
Nine at this time
my child undergoing chemotherapy during a pandemic
mental health, decreased motivation and productivity from being at home
Mental Health
loss of liberties and freedoms
Just living with the landlord raises
I'm doing ok.
I make very little money and may not be able to support myself and my fiancé
i just always am hoping to work decent hours which the school doesnt apply to
I have been thankful to have everything I need during the pandemic.
i do not have a car
I am concerned that I will have to take less classes due to my work schedule. Taking online zoom
classes I am able to take class nearby my work and still arrive to work on time and complete my hours
with out an issue.
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Help with Housing! T_T
Having enough hands on/ face to face time to complete schoolwork..
Extreme anxiety
Exposure to virus from shopping in person.
Elderly disabled immune compromised parents I care for
Commuting costs
Childcare or lack there of
childcare
Childcare
Child care is main concern
child care being too expensive
Child care
child care
buying books for classes
ability to find in-person, 1-on-1 tutoring for math/science
A quiet study space
100% online is the only way I can take classes with my work schedule
Continue community classes
OPTIONAL: What other concerns do you have about returning to campus/attending campus?
You have tackled most of my concerns
Working 50 hours a week and traveling up to 90 miles per day, then having to drive to Santa Maria for
classes. Between the set class time and driving, I either won't be able to attend the class or will have
to miss work.
Will we be able to stay on campus if we need to study or just want a peaceful enviornment to work
in?
Will there still be online options
whether the cafe, library and other areas will also be available? I assume so with safety precautions?
Whether other people will comply to follow the Covid safety guidelines.
Whether all students will be vaccinated, and loss of time since I will be back and forth between
campus a lot
When do we return for the fall classes onto campus?
What kind of safety precautions are you going to take and are they going to fair and regulated And
policed. Teachers should be fired for breaking the rules.
What is the safety measure that will be taking if we are attending campus
Wearing the mask since I have health issues when wearing one
Transportation/Vehicle issues going to campus and not enough flexible time
Transportation and finding my classes
Transportation
too many students and disorganization
Too many restrictions, I want us all safe but I don't want to be overwhelmed by having to follow too
many restrictions
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Too many people in a classroom
The time I will have driving to and from classes since I live further away.
the only thing that worries me a little is that the students do not want to follow the sanitary rules.
The only concern would be that some people on campus won't have their face masks on at all times
while on campus.
The occupancy of classes. There not being enough space to enroll
The lack of in person classes in case classes are limited to a lower capacity due to social distancing
the commute driving 30 minutes on the freeway
The classes I need are not available in the summer. I need them to complete my transfer and continue
in the fall at University
The classes I have left to take are most likely classes that I would have to go to SM for and my car is
not reliable and gives me severe anxiety when leaving town. Remote teaching has allowed me to take
those classes from my home and I am grateful even though it is not always ideal.
The campus being crowded.
The availability and options for classes since I work full time.
that they will require a completely unconstitutional and insane "Vaccine passport"
That their may be acts of violence towards anti-vaccinators. That my learning environment will be
corrupt with political innuendos from my instructors.
That the classes I have left to take will be scheduled at the same time and I can't finish my degree.
That some professors will not be understanding if exposed to the virus and will not support our needs
That other students have chosen not to get vaccines and put us at risk
That it won’t happen
That if going on campus and not knowing who was exposed to COVID-19. Or even if they have it. We
are going to be exposed to it.
That I would be required to have the vaccine in order to attend classes/labs.
That I will catch something then pass it to my family and all the kids in my mother's daycare.
That I might be covid- 19 and give it to a family member .
That a requirement for students to surrender their rights to Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness
to attend Allan Hancock College in the name of public safety becomes the policy of Allan Hancock
College.
Taking classes remotely gives me flexibility to learn from different places. I may have to relocate for
work but I want to keep learning and the ERT format has been infinitely superior to the strictly online
classes I’ve taken before at Hancock.
Students/teachers not having the vaccine
Students refusing to wear masks through the whole class and professors not enforcing the rule
students or staff may have been in contact with someone with covid and not saying anything, people
being in large gathering and not taking precautions
students not properly wearing mask, unable to wear properly.
Students being irresponsible, contracting covid-19 being asymptotic and spreading the virus to
vulnerable students and faculty
Students and/or Staff creating hostile/risky environment over Covid Safety measures.
Resisting/flouting rules such masks, distancing, sanitation, etc. People not taking pandemic serious at
the beginning, has lead to the mess we are trying to claw our way out of now.
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Students and staff alike not wearing their masks correctly over their nose and mouth while not
adhering to most of the guidelines, being too flexible or loose with some students in not informing
them or staff and not informing them about what to do. Starting to be so loose with the guidelines
and rules that a staff member or student would show up to class without a mask on or partially on
making other uncomfortable and being afraid of speaking about about it unless they get retaliation in
return from it. Social distancing not being followed by some who don't stand further back than they
should. Not vaccinating student workers before students and hence forth when we're trying to get
back to classes. Not doing standardized and should be required testing of covid for students returning
and if they do wish to be on campus so everyone can feel safer when attending in person like some
universities are doing to keep the spread from surging or spreading further!
Students and professors who are not following the predetermined safety guidelines in place to avoid
spread of COVID-19 such as face mask usage.
student or others coming to campus encouraging others to be non-compliant of safety precautions.
(such as not wearing masks, or encouraging others not to get vaccinated)
Some students not wanting to follow rules, for example wearing masks or just being unsafe.
Some people don't like the vaccine.
Social stuff, making sure we're sane!
social distancing, possible exposure
Social anxiety skyrocketing in students
So many Students! a very high risk
Simply that percentage of people who choose to return and are vaccinated/following protocol will be
too low, and those who dont respect the new protocols will make it uncomfortable for those who are
vaccinated and/or following protocols
Scheduling is an issue. Online remote is more convenient with various schedules.
sanitation and proper way of distance
Safety
Risking getting COVID and bringing it back home to my family.
Regulations are going to be too strict and it will affect students' ability to have a college life or have a
nondistracted learning environment. Those who wish to attend in person teaching and who are
vulnerable to COVID-19 should have the option to recive vaccination. Those who wish not to
vaccinate for any reason would not affect those who are vaccinated, and know the risks of catching an
illness if not wanting to recive a vaccine. Enforcing strict guidelines when vaccines are made widely
available for those who needed is unnecessary since those vulnerable and or are worried about
catching the virus are already immuned.
Please keep ALL the classes online... The online options expanded so much
People will not practice social distancing, and too many people in a class. Classrooms will not be
properly cleaned and ready for return of students.
people who don't wear masks
People still going to class while sick
people not social distancing or wearing a face mask
People not getting there vaccinations
People not concern about safety
People not complying with health and safety measures (staying home if they are sick, wearing masks
over nose and mouth, maintaining social distance)
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People being lax with social distancing and mask use. I'm especially concerned about this in small
classrooms.
People are stubborn so I'm worried that some would not follow the guidelines once in-person classes
start. I also really hope there would still be online courses available because it helps me become more
productive when I can do things on my own time.
parking covid masks sanitation flexability options for tutoring
overzealous restrictions. Safety is important, but I'm concerned it might be taken "high and right".
Others (students & staff) following the CDC recommended guidelines and those in positions to
enforce those guidelines actually following through to keep everyone safe and comfortable
other students being selfish and not wearing masks or social distancing.
Other people not wearing their masks correctly or wearing a non CDC approved mask
Only concern is I am a student with health issues and Covid would make issues worse.
Online only classes are better options to limit exposure from other students that do not follow safety
protocols
obvious concerns to see how everyone's immunity is going to react when we return after being stuck
home for almost a year.
nothing! cant wait to go back to the old days!
Nothing
Not much
Not getting in a class physically due to only a numbered amount of students are allowed in a class
because of social distancing.
Not everyone is safe. Who knows what they’re doing during their daily life.. I would hate to get sick
because of others.
not being able to stay at home with children
Not being able to match my school schedule with the schedule of my high school and elementary
school kids.
Not being able to finish the program because the campus is far for me
none, im ready to go back
None, I am actually excited about it.
No poder tener la opción de tomar clases desde mi hogar
No other concerns but safety first !
No concerns. Just would love to see continued online and live online classes available for greater
access. I live far away from any campus and this has been amazing to go back to school.
My vote is to continue with online/distance learning (Zoom)
My major concern for me is with the cost of commuting from Arroyo Grande. It would be nice to have
the option to take some of my courses from home because of this.
My main concern is increased exposure to the virus.
My main concern is accessibility. Online education has opened new doors for myself and many others
I have met throughout my courses this last year. It would be a shame to lose the opportunity to
attend if there was no longer a Zoom in-class format, or all online format available for classes.
My health is my concern. There are many people that think they are immune to "Covid-19". That it
does not exist and that it does not harm you; until it does. My fear is to be next to someone who is
positive and to bring the virus home. Others may not care, but I fear for the health of my family.
People only care when they feel an impact in their life, we can avoid this by giving students a choice.
Also, working from home allows me to attend AHC on my own time. Teachers have already
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incorporated online classes, through Youtube or other forms of teaching. Why not let us continue this
path and be more productive. This would help those with anxiety problems and those who need to
work to pay for food, housing, bills, etc.
My family takes care of my grandparents. If I were to bring COVID home, I believe it would literally kill
my grandma. I will not be returning to in-person learning. I don't have faith in the system to protect
me from it.
My concerns would be proper sanitation between classes and proper health measures.
my car breaking down and not being able to attend class. If my daughter is sick I would have to miss
class versus me being at home with her on zoom
More people dies
Mental health of the students that have social anxiety.
Making sure there’s enough parking spots as that was an issue before. I really don’t have any other
concerns.
Making sure everyone is vaccinated before returning
Mainly health and safety. That INSTRUCTORS and students are abiding by the rules to keep everyone
safe.
Losing the flexibility that remote learning gives me, I like the ability to attend class from home.
Losing the ability to take courses online especially from classes like human anatomy and other science
courses.
Limited amount of classes offered
Limit class size, assure adequate ventilation, sanitize classrooms, maintain safe distance, require
students who have symptoms to stay home.
Let's go back to school!!!
Learning my way around
lap tops will have to be returned and the hot spot which have been so helpful to have as a student.
Lack of a daycare for my children.
Keeping a remote/online option will allow more students to continue their studies, whether it is
because of health concerns or juggling work and/or family. Commuting less could also be considered
a 'green' option and with the technology already in place might be a great opportunity in this respect
(alongside the flexibility and safety it offers).
Just people not taking the health precautions seriously, the last thing I want is to get in a fight with
someone over not wearing their mask over their nose.
Just people not be considerate when they go home, they can go anywhere and everywhere and go
with who ever and what if they covid then ?? It’s too much risk for me personally .
Just concern about people not practicing safety measures or coming to school sick.
Just being exposed to COVID is a concern because we don’t know if everyone is doing their best to
stay healthy/safe.
it was often hard for me when there were so many students in a class. I took an anatomy class and
there was at one time not enough seats for the students, and seeing the white board was impossible
with more than 50% of seats. This also created a lot of anxiety, as I think the more difficult classes :
science classes and math should be maintained at a lower capacity so the attention and involvement
of students in the class and the learning aspect is more effective.
It should not be a place for "vaccine-only" individuals. I hear talk about doing things like that, but
there are a lot of people, totally healthy, that have opted not to take the vaccine, like myself. A
vaccine is not a cure, people can still get sick after taking a vaccine. I have never taken a flu vaccine
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and rarely get sick (maybe once every couple of years, and that's only when I''m stressed or not
sleeping properly).
It isn't safe and will cause unnecessary stress
Instructors need more support to meet the technological requirements and challenges online
instruction demands. Just as each student does not have access to or sufficient computer skills, not
every instructor has sufficient training, skills or equipment. An honest observation, not meant as
criticism.
Infection
I'm worried about the school imposing too many "safety" protocols that it would discourage me from
even showing up to school.
Im scared of getting covid at school and passing it to my family.
I'm just not comfortable yet to return in person. It's not mandated that teachers and/or students to
get vaccinated, so the exposure still worries me. More younger people are reported getting the virus,
but hopefully by the end of the summer the age for getting the vaccine will include everyone and
more students will get it.
Im just concerned about get Covid and pass it to my family.
I'm concerned about safety guidelines changing over time and force students to abide by them,
otherwise be penalized.
I'm at high risk and I don't feeling comfortable going back to in person classes, for my safety.
I'm a little concerned about the rise in Asian hate, being Filipino myself, it's a little scary to leave the
house and be around in a big community again.
If we go back to face to face learning people would expect less people in a room. Will the affect spots
open in classes.
I’m concerned on whether the school will mandate the vaccine.
I’m concerned for those who have adjusted to online learning and now have to make an adjustment
back to in person learning, causing a decrease in productivity. I am also concerned for the increase
number of covid cases.
I’m concerned about my safety and transportation especially if I get assigned to the Santa Maria
campus.
I would love the option to be able to do class from home and only go in when help is needed.
I would like an option to remain remote but I fear with returning to in-person that the option to
remain remote won’t be available
I worry that going back to campus would mean I would have less hours at work being a full time
student and a full time employee online course really work well with my schedule. I really rely on
having online course for the fall semester to continue my ability to hold my position at my job. I do
worry that a lot of people will feel that the COVID restrictions will not matter anymore because
somethings are returning to normal.
I work in Marian Extended Care Center, and we often have patients who have Covid, which means I
am exposed so I don't think It's safe for me to be in class with other students despite having full PPE's
some employee's are tested positive for Covid.
I work full time. I need remote classes to fit with my work schedule.
I will lose the flexibility that online courses allow me, and I will have to commute half an hour to
campus every day again.
I was able to return to school since the classes were online and I worry that once we go back to live
that I won't be able to finish as I have young children at home.
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I was able to move back home to Clovis because of COVID-19 and the fall of 2021 will be my last
semester. Having to move back for only four months would not be ideal.
I want to graduate on time so I’m looking forward to attending class on campus and being able too.
I think it would be great to offer a vaccine clinic at school for those who want it.
I prefer to continue online learning. Work at my own pace and avoid the risks of returning to school
with more chances of getting covid.
I may regret making this judgement, but I think that vaccination should be mandatory to being able to
return to in-person instruction.
I live 20 miles from campus, learning from home makes it easier for me to not have to pay fuel cost
for my vehicle, when Im on a limited income.
I know too many students that simply don't care or don't believe in COVID-19 and I do not want to be
near any one of these ignorant individuals that will put my health at risk.
I just wish to get back to normal as possible. I like in-person classes. I concentrate more in my classes
and need in-person contact with my instructors, (with safety precautions).
I just loved being able to be home and have the ability to be involved in real time learning without the
stressors of commuting.
I just like to attend to do my home work and get help to do it or post to the teacher or send to the
teacher i dont mind be in zoom classes more my safaty i hve few health condition that im concern
about.
I just feel safe being home due to I have children to keep safe and so far love the online classes.
I have younger siblings who need my help with online school.
I have younger siblings that may still be doing online school and I need to be there to help them
I have no concerns about returning to campus/ attending campus.
I have grown really used to online classes as I haven't experienced any Hancock classes in person (I'm
a freshman currently) and I'm worried about that transition.
I have a toddler who cannot get vaccinated for Covid-19. Although I am planning to get the vaccine, if
I'm exposed I still have the chance of giving it to him. This makes me feel really unsafe in a classroom
setting.
I have a loved one who lives in my home who is high risk and unable to be vaccinated. Because of this,
I can not safely resume in person classes.
I have a heart condition so I cannot . I don’t want to risk being exposed to Covid .
I have a chronic illness that makes me more susceptible to complications from covid. I am not sure if I
will feel comfortable doing in person classes until Spring 2022. There is still so much we don't yet
know about the virus. I have appreciated all of the flexibility AHC has allowed me and I would deeply
appreciate continuing to offer online services for those of ys not ready to go in person just yet.
I don't know if I would be able to continue my education if the ERT/Zoom option went away. Right
now my daughter is homeschooling and its unrealistic to attend classes while being the sole caretaker
due to COVID-19.
I don't have plans to return to on-campus learning, if I can finish my classes online. I miss the library
and would like to return, but only when the pandemic is a non-issue. Online services and classes work
well for me, not only for learning, but for schedule and flexibility, and for safety.
i dont have any right now
I don’t have any body to watch for my child.
I don’t believe most college students recognize the risk to others should they not follow all safety
protocols religiously and I have high risk people at home
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I do not have concerns. I have more concerns about not being able to get quality instruction which is
more available with in class lectures, hands on learning. I am tired of being at a desk, on a computer
and on camera. It is invasive.
I do not have any concerns. I have more concerns about remote learning. I am tired of being on
camera and not getting adequate instruction and learning. I need face to face courses.
I concern the fact that I have Asthma, and I don't really want to risk my health, regarding that I got the
COVID-19 vaccine. I just want to make sure that the safety measures are placed so that I feel safe on
going to campus.
I cant have the vaccine Thurs far due to allergic reactions to other vaccines.
I am worried that some people would not adhere to the rules.
I am worried about others becoming ill or carrying the Covid virus and taking the virus home to my
family.
I am very concerned with not only myself, but others safety as well as mental health.
I am not sure I have entire confidence that campus will be able to prevent health scares. I think it is
best to wait for a safer point where most people are vaccinated, so there isn't a risk of another
outbreak.
I am currently taking full-time classes but when we return to in person the number of classes I am
able to take will drop significantly.
I am concerned with getting sick and infecting my grandparents, who may not survive the illness.
I am concerned that some people won't follow precautions like wearing a mask. I am also concerned
about getting COVID because I don't want to bring it back to my family.
I am concerned that professors will grade more harshly because they assume we will have an easier
time once we're in person.
i am concerned that our campus may become a covid hotspot if we're not careful.
I am concerned that improvement and a striving toward excellence for on-line instruction may not
continue to be a priority. I believe that a lot has been accomplished over this past year-quality,
relevant learning is a necessity. The impacts of the pandemic has revealed levels of deficiency in many
areas of our daily lives. The on-line learning curve has not been easy but I honestly believe there will
be other events that render on-line learning a necessity from time to time.
I am concerned that I will be stressing my family out with in-person classes with the possibility of
catching the coronavirus and giving them the virus.
I am concerned that I could be sitting next to someone who has not had the vaccine and could
possibly be infected with a variant that the vaccine does not protect against.
I am concerned students will not comply to Covid-19 regulations. I am also afraid of the sanitation and
cleanliness of others. I feel students will get comfortable sitting in groups without taking precautions.
I am concerned because every time there is some normalcy in this pandemic it always has a backlash
of covid spikes and deaths epspecially wit bing the elderly.
I am concerned about the fact that if we limit the amount of people in a building I might not be able
to take the classes I need to due to lack of spots
I am concern in the time that I will have the class.
I am an essential worker and even though I have my vaccine I still will limit my exposure for COVID-19
because I can still spread and bring it home to my high risk son.
I am an AHC nursing student and this pandemic has caused a lot of changes in our lives.Having our
children back in school part time, at very random hours with pick up times in the middle of the day
will make it very difficult to finish my last semester of nursing school on campus. I hope you take that
into consideration when deciding if the nursing classes will be required to go to class on campus. We
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have class 4-5 days a week, which is very different than taking 1 or 2 classes like other students do. So
I am speaking on behalf of myself and many classmates that I have spoken to when I say that
returning will make our last semester extremely difficult.
I actually like remote learning as I struggle with anxiety and depression.
humans are a filthy species and not everyone will comply with covid regulations.
Howb to make sure everyone in the class vaccinated?
having to be to close to people, not all students following the rules
Having classes that are safe for students
Having breaks in between classes, where you might normally go to the library or sit at tables outside
but they aren't being properly cleaned between student use.
Having air filters in buildings that capture airborne viruses.
getting the corona virus.
Getting sick, or carrying the virus home to my grandma.
Getting infected with the virus and transferring it to my family members
getting COVID-19
For the campus to be 100% safe the staff and all students must be willing to take all safety
precautions seriously. Any individual(s) not complying could make the environment unsafe.
For parents that attend college, since our babies are still young I wouldn't want to expose myself
more than I can prevent so my child doesn't come in contact with Coronavirus.
For Me I'm still a little bit freak out about the situation. The concerns what if some of the students got
covid-19 and it will expose o other students. I don't think I would be able to go back from school in
this situation, also the vaccine for me and everyone else think it is not safe to get for everyone.
Because some people scared to what the reaction of the vaccine of their body.
Flexible hours in the evening
Exposure
Everything concerns me, I refuse to return. One of my family members works at an elementary school
and someone was exposed to covid-19 recently. Imagine the fear that every family had faced. That is
a situation I would like to avoid. Thank you.
Even with people getting the vaccine, until there is a mass majority of people vaccinated, I feel like
the risk of returning to in person classes is still too great and not worth the risk of spreading COVID-19
Even though I have been vaccinated, I have a family member who cant be vaccinated. Since they don't
know whether or not people who were vaccinated can continue to spread the virus, I do not feel
comfortable going back to in person learning.
ERT has been phenomenal, and it truly makes education accessible to everyone. I'm a single mother,
and now I don't have to leave my children for hours on end with an expensive babysitter to attend a
course that could easily be taken online. I also have health and safety concerns related to the
pandemic. I would like to see optional ERT continued when in-person classes resume.
El contagio del virus y contagio a mi familia
COVID and Mask. I can not breathe using a mask due to a medical condition.
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Considering the safety measures are in place and we're given permission to in person instruction in
fall 2021, I had concerns for the hybrid model. The hybrid model meets partially in-person and
partially online. Example: if the student were late to class would there be measures to allow the
student in class or not. Will there be temperature checks for everyone? Will temperature checks be
passed for the people who are late(even if there temperature passes)?Will professors be flexible if
your transportation is riding on the public bus, and the public bus regularly arrives late to
campus?Will there be study spaces where all is social distancing? Study spaces/rooms where you can
attend class if you didn't make it to class on time?
Commute time added back in taking away study time.
college students like to party, I personally do not. with that being said, numerous of students may not
be social distancing and gathering in large groups and may expose themselves to COVID and bring it
to school.
Cleanliness of campus. The amount of students in a classroom.
Childcare is my concern, doing remote learning has been great as I am able to attend class and not
worry about where I am leaving my child.
child care
Being scared all the time do to my anxiety
Being in the nursing program adds extra possibilities for exposure/Covid19 from being at the hospital
during clinicals and then returning to a full class of more than 30 students is high risk for all students
in one classroom together for 6-8hrs. If someone gets sick we also have to follow the CDC guidelines
and this can cause a full class to miss days/weeks of school and clinical hours.
being in school can be bring on a level of stress all together with COVID. being at home with minimal
stress or normal stress from just class and home life is enough. adding the pressure of staying safe
with sanitation on the mind is to much.
Being forced to take a vaccine.
Being exposed to COVID and the risk of school shutting down again.
Being around a group of people, I don't know if they are being covid safe outside of class.
because of my compromised immune system and my premature baby, i won’t be able to go in person
so i’m hoping my teachers will understand and help me out with that
Attending in-person classes with other students that have not been vaccinated.
as Asian, I am very concern and anxious of Asian hate crime that is going on in this society right now.
annoying rules due to the COVID-19
almost all are covid-related. from concerns over being exposed to concerns about child care as my
child will not be returning to school until they are vaccinated. both at hancock and at my daughter's
school, there are always people not wearing masks, social distancing, etc and it is very unsettling.
Academic tuition and books.
About the new variants arising and how the vaccine now may not protect against it.
0
Others not following protocol
In a short summary, I understand Hancock plans to begin in-person classes but there are various
reasons I am not too fond of that during this time. The pandemic has made me realize a few things. I
realized that it would be hard to get to Hancock everyday and that I am more productive at home. I
have been considering doing online school due to Coronavirus and also because I realized am more
efficient at getting things done. If the school goes back fully in person I may transfer to an online
college. I realized it works better for me in terms of college rigor (there is so much to do but in a little
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amount of time and directly from home helps by HOURS of getting things done) Regardless of what
the board decides, I appreciate the safety precautions Hancock has taken during this hard time.

- exposure
- possibility for closure if a student becomes positive, then the nursing class would have to readjust to
a new schedule again.
Cooperation of everyone?
OPTIONAL: If you were to take classes at Allan Hancock College in fall 2021, what support do you
need?
Zoom works very well for me. However, the cost of books is very expensive.
Writing center to be opened. In-person tutoring.
Writeen center
Would like in-person counseling
Understandment, of people being nervous or drop a class due to social distancing. Or coming from a
very busy schedule.
understanding teacher with the on going situation
Tutoring?
Tutoring, counseling, and access to a laptop and hotspot.
Tutoring
tutoring
Tutoring
Tutoring
Tutoring
tutoring
tutoria
tutor
Turorial
Tuition fees.
Transportations
transportation and paying for classes
Transportation aid
Transportation
To have n option to do remote due to comfortability
To be able to pay for my Academic tuition and books.
To be able to have the choice to take online classes still
Tips and over view to help get hang or online classroom.
There should be an option for purely online learning, asynchronous or synchronous for those who
require a flexible schedule.
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the support will be sanitizing classrooms everyday. Deep cleans at night because it is hard to be
expose to covid-19 what if some students in the campus can have it, then everyone else will be
affected and needs to quarantine again if in case.
The support I would need is financial aid to pay for my class tuition and other things that I might need
along the way.
The option to continue with distant learning. "Online"
The flexibility of having ALL COURSES BEING REMOTE working full time and doing school full time has
actually made it much easier than in the past to do Everything for school remotely .
The choice/opportunity to take online classes
The ability to take these classes online.
techology, wifi continued use.
Support financially
Small class sizes, mandatory sanitizing before entering all classes/buildings etc
Slow down the classes for people with disabilities.
Services and some classes to still be offered online or via zoom.
Sensible rules for masking and social distancing. I think there should be a mandate for all students and
faculty to be vaccinated, but I realize this is probably unlikely.
Sanitizer stations, masks easily available for those forgetful days, deep cleanings on campus,
temperature checks prior to entering buildings/class rooms student respectfully social distance
Sanitized surfaces, social distancing, and especially MASKS!!
Same as now is great. I have really enjoyed at-home learning this semester! I am more productive,
more focused, and have significantly less anxiety than if I had to be in person during the pandemic.
Safety , for all
Resources to be clear educational and easy to find and clarified in the syllabus. Any Microsoft
program usage support videos as well on how to complete tasks for our coursework.
Remote/Hybrid learning being an option
remote services
Provided laptops and other technological resources to be available, financial support available for all
students if necessary, more affordable supplies and food.
Professor To be understanding of uncontrolled life
Priority enrollment or be certain that I will be in the class I need.
Printing from graphics
Personally, I will need housing support for me to be able to continue taking classes at AHC.
Option to remain remote
option to remain on online courses with live professor.
Opportunities to continue working fully from home if necessary, even if others return to class.
online, financial aid to pay for school.
Online tutoring services would be helpful (if possible).
online support would suit our family best
Online or remote classes. If they are not given I will not be attending Allan Hancock.
Online options and lap program
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Online courses need to be available for those that are working and do not want to be exposed to the
COVID. Even though we are vaccinated it does not matter because we can still transmit and carry the
virus to our loved ones that cannot get vaccinated. Not all students will comply to safety of others so
online only courses help tremendously. I will have to take online classes at Cuesta college if the ones I
need for my degree are not available online only her at Hancock
Online classes, Zoom if possible. Other online services such as counseling and tutoring.
online classes, zoom
on line services
Offer the paralegal courses on-line
Night Classes so I can work
Need support from student services to inform us better about what we need to do in order to
transfer.
my dog
Motivation! getting back into the groove won't be easy especially after an entire year. Continue and
drive the students and let them know its still possible.
More tutoring classes, at times the tutors are busy with others. It takes a while to get help.
more tutores
more library tutoring classes and how to navigate it online also more available tutors with time slots
available
More flexibility and Understanding
More financial aid, I received like 100 dollars
More direction on what courses to take next.
more classes offered at the Lompoc campus
More class options and more instructors at the Lompoc campus.
More asynchronous classes
Moral Support
mental, time management, stress management
Mental health support, mode of transportation, and food distribution
mental health support
Mental health counseling
Mental health
Math support it’s very challenging for me to pass an online zoom math class
Math support
Math
Materials
Mandatory masks, our desks separated, hand sanitizer in every class room.
Make classes available online.
maintaining online resources
Libros, computadora, e impresion
library access, counselors and support avaliable
Less stress from professors, more explaining, understanding about due dates.
Learning Assistance Program, Testing accommodations, (I get double time on tests now),
LAP,
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LAP as i aleeady receive
Just to know the teachers take things seriously and enforce the rules as well as cleaning being enforce
between classes.
Just the standard VA assistance that I seek every semester.
just in person help to complete the really hard classes im enrolled in, such as tutoring in person, office
hours in person, counseling in person, and etc.
Just get back to normal. There is no new normal.
In person tutoring!
in person tutoring
In person support. Financial Aid that actually responds and doesn’t ignore phone calls. Counselors
that are able to meet in person. School events that meet in person that build student morale and
community. In person resources.
in person classes. im doing terrible in my classes because there online. we need to be thought in
person!
Im not sure at the moment.
I'm currently pregnant. I would like to know if there are any programs available to help on any kind
related to pregnancy.
I'll say support needed to advance in class and in education
If we were to do classes in person I would need help from the LAC program and continue to have
accommodations that help me pass my courses.
If I were to take classes at Allan Hancock College in Fall 2021, I would need the most support on
paying my tuition and other fees.
If I were taking classes at Allan Hancock College, I would like to have tutoring when I need help with
one of my classes.
I’m okay! Thank you for asking.
I would want a online version for the class I'm taking.
I would really need for the district to be open for my son to attend. Also hoping that zoom classes can
continue for possible classes
I would really like access to use the school library as well.
I would rather take online classes
I would prefer to maintain consistency and finish my last nursing year with the current schedule and
class type as it currently is.
I would prefer remote classes with labs to continue so I can continue to be flexible with my work
schedule like this semester
I would need to be able to continue taking classes (and labs) online. Without this option it would be
very difficult to combine study and work.
I would need the option to do classes online.
I would love to see at least one option for ERT for each class available. Especially for Math classes!
I would like to see asynchronous online courses offered for those of us who still have health and
safety concerns.
I would like to receive assistance in class selection for upcoming school years.
I would like to have a good advice to finish my high school, I am a little lost with those classes and I
have not been able to register.
I would like to be able to access LAP, Tutoring, etc. remotely as we do now.
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I would like to ask in person questions to my instructor after their lectures so I would not interrupt
the class
I would like the option to stay remote or at the very least able to attend in person classes in
conditions that would allow me to not wear a mask while trying to learn.
I would like the option to be able to come to class or stay home for lectures, and have in-person labs,
or a hybrid mode of coursework this Fall at Allan Hancock College.
One of the best parts of college is being able to interact with like-minded individuals. It seems as if
this is the biggest difference in online learning, as the interactions with others are not as frequent and
of quality (peers and instructors/staff). However, this may be simply due to not being able to see
other people, as in seeing their faces.
I would appreciate the flexibility to continue on zoom.
I would appreciate open communication between faculty to students. And a good raise for the janitor
staff that would be working extra hard to keep us safe!
I work full time. I need remote classes to fit with my work schedule.
I will definitely be using the tutoring services.
I will be. I need better tutoring options for math. Consistent in-person help has been impossible to
find, I've failed classes because of it.
I want to continue all online
I want in person classes.
i think im doing okay for now
I take the sewing classes and would like to see them back on campus
I really just want to study and do classes from home to help keep my kids safe and myself.
I need to take them online, it would be nice if every class was offered the way it is now in a sense,
while being offered in person to people who cannot learn in an online setting.
i need to check and make sure my financial aid is up to date.
I need the support of the faculty to understand that remote learning is not a healthy way of living or
learning.
I need support for books and material for classse.
I need resource help I have a learning disability and I don't want to be made fun of for it
I need in person tutoring.
I need help in getting back on course.
I need child care for my daughter.
I need AHC to provide the opportunity to continue online classes. Each course should have that
option. It really makes a difference in our lives.
I need a lot of support, I’d truly just liked to be home and doing classes online
I know this isn't a conventual support idea, but maybe having all teachers go through training on using
zoom and computer literacy. It's been a struggle with most of my teachers not understanding how to
use computers. To be fair no one was prepared for ERT, but we are a year into this and I have
teachers still struggling to understand how to use a computer to teach.
I just want the campus open and be able to finish my transfer requirements in person. Remote
learning is not adequate learning. It is stressful and not worth the cost. I basically teach myself.
I just need the instructor to give me a little push I tend to stay behind a lot
I just need my own support
I have a heart condition so I cannot . I don’t want to risk being exposed to Covid .
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I feel your teachers need support on how to effectively teach from home. I have had some classes
where the teachers are distracted teaching in a home environment, assignments that take 6-9 weeks
to grade! How can I improve in a classroom where assignments are not graded and no feedback is
given. We are in week 10 of a 17 week semester and I still have assignments that I submitted on
January 24 that have not been graded. You need to send the teachers to a training on how to manage
their time better while working from home. I have had two different teachers now that have said that
they are having difficulty balancing home life with work schedule. I understand that finding a balance
is difficult. I am a balancing distance learning with my children, a part time job, and taking classes. It is
a challenge, but it is even more of a challenge when the "teacher" does not give you feedback on
concepts that you are required to build on in order to continue to learn the subject matter. Long story
short, I need my teachers to be trained and coached on how to be an effective ERT or online
instructor.
I feel as though I do a lot better with school from home. If it were possible I would want to continue
taking classes online or through zooms.
I definitely would need to talk to a counselor due to the delay in achieving my academic goals because
of covid causing us to be in remote learning
I definitely need to get used to the in-person format again. Some amount of leniency for students
would be nice.
I believe ahc has provided all the support i needed during the pandemic. Thank you all.
I am OK
I am not taking classes at allan hancock during the fall 2021 semester, but for those i know who are I
would say reach out better in different ways or more about the laptop lending program, calls instead
of just emails and texts if their number is on file and so forth.
I am doing pretty well honestly. I am on the Dean's list and project a 3.6 GPA this semester.
Hopefully the class will be in Lompoc Campus
Help with transportation since most of my classes are in Santa Maria and I live in Lompoc Face to
face tutoring.
Help with the cost of books
Hancock gives amazing support overall, but I would like the ability to do class online still.
Hancock College is already very supportive. I have had nothing but wonderful teachers who really do
want to help me succeed. Keep it up Hancock!
Guidance to return back as an adult student
Good quality education, flexible hours and financial aid
Good Instructors who care about each students health and well being
Give options to choose either in-class or via Zoom
free tuition
For others to take the vaccine
Flexiblility in all aspects. It has been a hard year both educationally and emotionally and kids are still
bouncing back.
Flexible schedules
Flexible online courses from home.
flexibility. continued access to remote classes - preferably not requiring zoom
Flexibility to take an in-person class from home
Flexibility to attend classes.
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Flexibility from professors and guidance counselors. It’s been hard to shift to online classes and I’ve
gotten used to it now. Now I have to shift back my learning style to in person teaching, and it will be
difficult again. Many student’s work ethics have dramatically changed, and it will not feel the same to
learn in person again. Many of us have decreased productivity levels and lost our motivation to work.
Flexibility
Flexibility
Financial.
Financial.
Financial, maybe with books.
Financial support, mental support
Financial support and housing
Financial assistance is always a top priority for me, access to tutors and other services online, access
to counselors online, staff who still answer their phones, if a student needs to talk about an issue, and
I think some professors may need TA's because I have one who is so disorganized and seems
overwhelmed by Zoom and online teaching.
financial aid, library to study, in person to be able to focus since I have kids and I have struggle to stay
focus.
Financial Aid, help getting housing.
Financial aid and tutoring and access to what I need
Financial aid
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial
face to face tutoring
Face to Face instruction
Everything I selected previously.
Enforce the rules for EVERYONE...if anyone resists or makes drama over obeying safety rules/regs set
forward, boot and bar them from the campus.
educational
Económico
disability Learning Assistance Program
Deep night cleans.
Counseling, health services like acupuncture/massage, any financial aid. Anything that help reduce
stress. Possibly tutoring and study groups
counseling to my specific class.
continued Zoom real-time distance learning
continued availability of online courses
Continue with what has been made available as it was all essential to taking classes and in the case
that there is any fluctuation in tiers that students are already prepared if on-site classes are changed.
Continue to offer distance learning by offering classes through Zoom like what you’re doing now
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Concular, Bog.
childcare if my kids don't go back to school full-time
childcare for a 3 year old ideally it would be at hancock
Childcare and financial aid.
Childcare
childcare
child care and transportation
child care
child care
Campus graphic services for printing free to students
better councelling instead of having to make an appointment and just wait for them to reply to you
whenever its convenient for them.
Availability to take classes online or have very small classes in person with partitions, deep cleans,
temperature checks and mask wearing but limit lengths of classes so we aren't stuck like that for 2 or
3 hours at a time when we could just be comfortable and able to pay attention at home instead of
being terrified of dying or killing others just to go to class
Apoyo para cuidado de niños
Any support that helps me is fine
Amount of same classes offered to not be limited . I work a lot and sometime due to having one class
offered at a certain time doesn't work with my work schedule.
AH to be flexible and remote options available and becoming the norm.
Access to a Counselor
Academic counseling.
A way to do lab classes online
A place to study that is not outside at the college, like having the library available to study in and be in
for hours at a time, so I am able to study outside of my house and become more productive.
A nice message card to read, once every 3-4 weeks with a little snack.
A flexible schedule/classes
100% online courses please
*supportive professors, maybe a teacher's assistant that is almost always available. but supportive,
organized professors
OPTIONAL: We have a team of faculty and staff that are working on ways to improve student
success at Allan Hancock College. They want to know what helps you to be successful in your
courses and stay enrolled (I.e., course content, structure of the course, tutoring, communication,
modality, study habits, relatability, and/or access to technology). Using the space below, can you
identify 1-3 things that contribute to your success.
With my teachers, in order to get the information I need, it’s the communication that stands out.
Sometimes study groups may help other students, but I would prefer to study independently with my
family member in a different class. Also tutoring sometimes helps as well depending on the course.
When the teacher posts assignments on time so I have enough time to complete!
When people around me have the vaccine we don't die.
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What helps me stay enrolled is relationships with students. My education is still somewhat present
via Zoom, however I cannot recall a single friend I’ve made over Zoom this past year. If I met any of
the people from my classes in person, I probably wouldn’t recognize them. That would be my biggest
reason for unenrolling. Hancock needs to rebuild their student morale through in-person meetings
period. Otherwise, the students won’t see this place as a resource. Instead, we see instructors that
care more about excuses than their students and comfort over inconvenience.
What contributed to my success at Allan Hancock College was how helpful the staff in each
department is/was determined to make sure all your needs are met.
I also keep in contact with my therapist.(every 2 weeks appointments)
and most of all I WANT TO SUCCEED and to continue to break generational curses.
Tutoring, Well Structured support Could sure use more Organic snacks and foods to support better
learning. Since they have a Garden Club at the Santa Maria Campus why cant they start one at the
LVC?
tutoring, study habits, time management
tutoring, study habits, time management
Tutoring, study habits , having a mentor
tutoring, structure of the course, and course content
tutoring, course content, study
Tutoring, Counseling,
Tutoring, communication, and study habits
Tutoring, communication, and access to technology
tutoring usually used to help when we attended the tutoring center in person, but tutors online don't
try because their supervisors aren't watching them.
Tutoring remotely
tutoring and a private setting.
Tutoring
Writing center
Workshops
Tutoring
Study habits
Tutoring
Study habits
Tutorías
Clases desde casa
Flexibilidad de horarios
tutoria
orario flexible
ayuda financiera
Time, resources and flexibility
Time to rest. Clear communication. Opportunity to try new things.
Time management, good teammates, teachers willing to help aide in learning
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Time management, good support group, understanding teachers
Time management, flexibility of online classes, tutoring
time management
Three things that contribute to my success in college would be communication, access to technology,
and relatability
This is just a thank you, one thing that was extremely beneficial to me this last year was the ability to
borrow computers/laptops to complete coursework (I was taking an intro to animation class and then
later a CAD drafting course).
Things that I have missed out on as a result of the switch to online learning, which contribute to my
success as a student.
1) Being able to study in-person in small groups and make social connections with peers and faculty.
2) Having in-person access to the Math/MESA/STEM Centers
3) Being able to ask questions during class in an in-person setting
The website is difficult for me to register for classes, and consumes an inordinate amount of time.
Simplify the system! Half the time it won’t even take my password! Consider the fact that you are also
serving older adults in the community.
The way that most of my teachers have set up their classes on Canvas has been helpful. (I like how
topics are separated into modules.) In addition, I also like how teachers have office hours over Zoom.
The three things that contribute to my success at Allan Hancock College is the tutoring services, being
able to take my classes online, and how the online courses are structured in way I can understand and
access the information.
The teachers, the services, and the flexibility of online classes
The structure is great, the teachers have been very understanding with how the homework and test
are being delivered.
The online courses have helped a lot in reference to time and money. I don't have to waste an hour or
two in drive time, instead I can spend it studying, or running my household, being able to work an
hour earlier. It saves me money because I don't have to spend so much freakin had money, it has
helped me sleep more, as I don't have to get up at 7 in the morning to make it to my 9:30 class,
instead I can get up at 9 or right before 9:30 and eat in class while I listen to lecture and write notes.
Sleep is a bug help. I live on my own in lompoc, so the drive time, gas money, food money is a big toll
on me. Covid-19 has been a bit of blessing in all honesty. I wish ert to continue for all classes (of
course with the exception of those with labs)I also think it would greatly help some teachers, who
don't live anywhere close to the santa maria campus, I've heard the teachers complain about it with
other teachers. And it breaks my heart, they shouldn't have to go through that. And neither should
students.
the main thing that has contributed to my success so far is my unwillingness to give up. i am trying my
best to get keep a 4.0, although this semester was tough with electronics.
i also really need to sit down with a councilor and make a plan, as i am finding out a lot of my classes i
need are on a wait period.
The flexibility of online courses, self-motivation, and helpful professors who are organized and
communicate clearly.
The ability to do school work on my own schedule and not having to attend a classroom setting works
best for me.
That I was able to take classes through zoom. Which made things much easier and safe.
technology, flex schedule, course content
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teachers who respond in a timely way
Teachers who have patience with those who might not come back to school due to protecting family
members at high risk of getting the virus. Online tutoring or flexible meeting hours with
counselors/teachers.
teachers understanding and wanting to see there student graduate
Teachers that understand that things happen and are willing to work with you when life happens. Just
about every teacher I've had have been so understanding and kind, supportive, and that's what
students need the most.
Teachers that respond to emails
In person classes
Teachers that help us
Teachers that give clear, easy to follow directions with their Canvass set up. Many were convoluted
and overwhelming and each teacher’s set up was different. Access to teachers was difficult and they
would often not get back to students in a timely manner making it even harder to get clarification in
order to stay on track and get everything turned in the way the professor expected.
Teachers being proactive. I had a class where nothing was graded for over 6 weeks i had no idea how i
was doing in the class. Feedback is so important.
teacher communication with students ,access to technology, flexibility with all online courses
support
study habits
communication
Success happens when students feel that their being heard and that their needs are being met. As an
adult student with a full-time job, I have found that it is the teachers who I have had the opportunity
to meet along the way this last year, who have inspired me to continue my education further.
Study habits, tutoring, communication
Study habits, tutoring, and communication
Study habits, structure of course, and modality.
Study Habits, Communication with professors, feed back from professors in the form of lectures,
updates, corrections, overviews, etc.
Study Habits, access to teacher's office hours and face-to-face interaction with other students
Study habits
Time management
Student tutor in the area of science
structure of the course is a big thing, if the professor doesn't know how to structure it makes it harder
for myself to prioritize and organize my study time.
Structure of the course
Communication
Modality
structure of the course
Structure of course, communication, and access to technology.
Streamline the online learning platform. Canvas has so many different ways to be used it's very
confusing at first. Give teachers a comprehensive course on how to use it, and develop a plan that
roughly works for all teachers and classes.
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Some things that help me strive better for success at a school is when professors are engaged with
their students and always are flexible to help them out whenever they need assistance.
So far My teachers have really helped me be successful this semester, study habits, and access to
technology.
Servicios de tutoria, modalidad de las clases y el poder relacionarme con el tema de la clase.
Servicio de tutoría, añito desde estudio
self motivation, and time management
Schedule flexibility
Right now the thing that would help the most is in person learning!!
Reminders of my academic planning outcomes is very helpful to keep me focused
Recorded lectures that can be accessed multiple times. My professor did not allow her lectures to be
recorded.
Quality of instruction - multiple dean classroom visits through the semester
Field trips to workplaces, observe work methods, technology, meet potential employers.
Flexibility to attend some lectures online to save commuting costs.
Professors who don’t have favorites, I currently have a Professor and she only talks to the favorites
during class. Resource access, such as printing, online tutores. Using remote classes
-Professors understanding that we are in a pandemic and they give us more room to move with their
grading policies. So they help us in not being overly strict when items are turned in and give more
time to turn in assignments.
Professor-based tutoring (more difficult courses such as CS and Physics)
STEM counseling and support (also text and calculator loaning)
Hancock admin and staff (all plus career center) and food distribution.
Positivity and enthusiasm from the teacher. That helps me because it shows that they care, and due
to that it makes me not want to fail their class. Great communication is great, and patience with
technology due to having a bad connection of some sort with either our end or the instructor.
peer support, structure of the course, access to tech, counseling
Organized structure, modules, instructions
Organization, time management and helping others
optimism
different online resources
flexible time
Online/remote instruction
Access to technology & internet
Online/remote access to general structures about requirements for transferring to universities.
online tutoring, child care, reducing the number of students in buildings
Online services such as the library, math center, reading and writing center. Teachers that
acknowledge that we all have a lot going on right now and allow us to work through the course at
whatever time of the day/week works for us (not a set lecture time, we watch a recorded lecture
when it fits into our day).
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Online opportunities have been a wonderful way for me to take classes from Hancock that I would
not have been able to take otherwise since I live far away.
Online learning, Tutoring, Study Habits
Online Accessibility to classes. More classes online would be beneficial.
One thing that is so helpful is detailed instructions for assignments so I feel like I know what I am
doing
Another is a teacher's flexibility and understanding
Having online help from writing and math centers.
One thing that contributes to my success is the amount of tutoring resources AHC offers, another
would be the professors that I choose, they seem to be helpful when they are needed.
One of things that has been helping me in school is the support of my teachers. Being able to email
them and get a response quickly has been extremely helpful. Especially if it is a homework question. I
was concerned I would not get my needs met with homework but I have been getting great
assistance.
On line courses on my time so that if I get up early or stay up late I can still get the information I need.
-office hours
-tutoring
-responsive professor
N/A
My sucess so far at Allan Hancock College is greatly due to my support through LAP and EOPS, as well
as the amazing staff and teachers who have help guild me to complete my courses with
encouragement and support.
My instructors and counselors have been extremely supportive. There are some courses that I think
are better to take at home, so having flexibility to have a class in-person or online is something I think
Hancock should keep, especially since instructors and students are over the technology hurdles.
My Health class with Mr Griego is AMAZING! Best online class I have ever taken. All your online
classes should be the way he runs it. I especially like how he sends us a video of himself talking about
the lesson and sends it to us at the beginning of the week. Very helpful!
My drive to obtain a bachelors degree is what makes me successful in my courses. As far as the
college, I believe communication and action is a problem when it comes to tenured instructions, the
students voices aren’t heard & for that reason many take classes elsewhere or drop courses that they
shouldn’t have to.
Motivation from professors making class fun and the homework. Get a lot of tutoring
More Patient and understanding and teach slowly cus we all learn in different ways.
More online classes, would prefer more classes to be available online
More cash, better notes from teachers, and less work because they give too much
Meeting with counselors, only thing I can think of.
managing time
Maintaining current conditions until more students have been vaccinated.
Love , money , dedication
Laptop rental, ert remote learning, class time flexibility
Laptop loan, professor's quick response time, predated syllabus with option to work ahead
LAP, testing accommodations really help. Tutoring help and the Math Lab.
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Lap services
Health Therapy via zoom & phone call when internet unavailable
Lab partners or small groups. Students with similar goals. Flexible timelines and scheduels
knowledge
wisdom
understanding
I've seem to struggle with having good study habits, it seems more procrastinating than ever before
but I am improving little by little. Something that contributes to my success would be interacting with
your professors and classmates. Having a group discussion with a good amount of time where it's not
rushed(breakout rooms in Zoom) helps very much, especially if it's difficult subjects like math and
science. In my English class there are study groups on Fridays where the peer tutor(previous person in
that same subject/class) helps classmates be less stressed and feel a little less overwhelmed. I seem
to notice when the professors allow the students to participate in class where classmates could also
participate, it lifts up the mood in the class. Another thing would be that if the professor doesn't really
rush through course content it helps me understand the material more.
It helps me a constant schedule or formality to do things. As well if the teacher is friendly and flexible.
Instructors, courses and communication
Instructors need to have complete knowledge of canvas and zoom platforms.
Instructor communication.
In person instruction. A commitment to attend in person classes. I have a better mindset when I arrive
on campus and attend class. I learn better and I am more committed. I need lectures and relatability.
In order to stay in enrolled in school I would need the access to a laptop because right now Im lending
one from the school but because of COVID... I believe once COVID is done, I would have to return the
laptop back.
If possible, make classes still available through remote learning.
i would stay enrolled if I everything is communicated very well. expectation out of the course, syllabus
was dated out every week, and tutoring was available and communications was open with professors.
I would like to see more tutors in the centers as the wait time is crazy slow
another thing is more time available for the food share instead of two days
I will not return to classes in fall, due to other conflicts, but plan on returning in spring 2022.
Hopefully, you will continue with online services, but have in person classroom teaching at that time.
I was fortunate to attend AHC and was able to transfer to University. Coming back, I felt that I knew
so much more. I understood that there are resources available that we can utilize. Many students
forget how important it is to ask for help. Including myself when I attended the first time. Time
management is crucial to be successful because if you can not manage your time, college will be very
difficult. Lastly, I would say practice makes perfect. You cannot master a subject without failing and
understanding the root of the problem. A lot of times, students give up on courses that do not make
sense. Sure, we may not like a professor's teaching method or the subject does not apply to what we
believe is our passion, but that is life. As a student, we need to understand how to make those
difficult classes make sense. It really makes a difference when moving on to a four-year.
I use the on-campus Writing Center and it's great to access computers and sail through coursework.
I think everything so far has been good. Online class isn’t the same as in person classes but the faculty
at Hancock have really made it feel close to it. Also, being able to have more time helps.
I really need help of those students so I can get enrolled in my degree
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I need a learning environment without distractions. It's too easy for me to get side tracked or lose
motivation to work here at home.
I like when I practice my materials, therefore; having some apps or websites where one can practice
for the specific project or format would be great. thanks
I like the flexibility of being able to do classes synchronously at home and it has helped me maintain a
good school/life balance that contributes to my mental health and success at school, this has been my
first year with a 4.0
I know that a lot of my peers and I have been stressed over all the work we get in classes when doing
school full time. It's difficult to keep up with everything when we have important things like work,
taking care of the family, mental health situations, etc. If cutting the work is too much for the
professor, we would at least appreciate if deadlines are extended.
I just need a to be in school. home isn't the best place to study or have classes online in. I have a lot
going on at home the last thing I need is a bunch people watching my crazy household through a
screen.
I just know what I need to do in order for my success. I know that I need to learn outside of the
classroom, I know that I need clear rules and instructions, I need to feel comfortable asking questions.
I just find the online services offered easier to use and for me they are more convenient.
i have kids so studying is hard kinda but i also cant just schedule library time either due to work and
stuff
I find that the online resources are extremely easy to use and are convenient.
I enjoy the half credit business zoom classes.
I prefer online schooling I can do on my own time.
I believe that all of my instructors have been amazing through this learning process.
I am a hands on learner. Autobody classes would demonstrate and instruct us on what we needed to
do for Wednesday lab. Wednesday lab time we could do the work. Without Monday in person classes
this year, Wednesday lab time was partly used to demonstrate/instruct which reduced in lab hands
on learning time. I learned much more before Monday Zoom class format came along. Online is not
for me and how I like to learn.
I am a 2 year student who will be transferring out to Sac State this upcoming fall. I am actually sad to
have to leave Hancock, the staff and services help you to the BEST of their ability. Having resources to
be able to refer back to lets me know I am not alone and that if I need help there is help. I will forever
speak highly of AHC.
honestly you guys already do A LOT! thanks
Help in obtaining supplies and materials, having antimicrobial wipes at spaces so we can wipe down
after working, having a sectioned time to sanitize between classes. Simply being more supportive to
students rather than leaving them behind especially when COVID is still affecting jobs even though
states are opening up once again.
Having online only courses is very helpful for those of us that are frontline essential healthcare
workers that do not have flexibility and need to protect ourselves from the virus while it is still a
pandemic
Having in person classes and being able to go and see my counselor in person. Over the phone is not
the same.
Hancock has amazing communication and support, so the continuation of that, the option to do
school and counseling appointments from home, and professors who are accomodating.
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Guidance to help choose career path and realistic choices for skills and area
good study environments, help when I need it, and studying with other classmates
Good practical guide from the instructor, instruction of procedures more clear, exact, and precise.
More interest in doing a good job, apply skills more consistently so to acquire some ability and
experience for real life
Good Instructors who care about each students health and well being & Personal Growth
Giving people options within an assignment
Not assigning too much homework, that also might be out of the scope of the class (people are
already stressed)
Flexible scheduling, moderate or realistic pacing for course, and professors understanding that "things
happen".
Flexible schedule
Time management
Study groups
Office hours
Flexibility to take classes via Zoom. I save a lot of time and money, esp because I don't live in Santa
Maria, where a lot of the paralegal classes I need to take would be offered.
Flexibility to learn from home doing classes via Zoom. For people working full time that don’t live in
Santa Maria it’s super beneficial to save time & money. I would be faced with a real hardship having
to return to in person learning.
Flexibility right now is the biggest concern. I think the idea of hybrid or zoom available content is a
really great idea.
Flexibility of my classes being online and not having a commute time gives me more time to focus on
homework so I can work on the weekends to support myself.
Flexibility of course material in EDL classes.
Flexibility in deadlines with online classes or remote learning classes. Semester long availability of
course work and submission option.
Flexibility in classes online for at risk and high exposure essential workers.
This would be my only concern.
Flexibility and understanding from professors has been great. Their willingness to work with us when
we're trying to attend class but also dealing with a sick family member, or the passing of a loved one
has made sticking with a class easier, when otherwise I would have dropped a course.
Flexibility and support from staff and teachers when thing occur and I am not able to attend class or
behind on homework.
Find affordable housing for me and my son.
Financial aid, ERT LEARNING, good teachers
ERT has been very helpful and convenient
ERT classes. Online tutoring. Online counsiling.
EOPS!! Wouldn’t be in school without EOPS.
EOPS has been a great encouragement to me. they've helped walk me through things, they've
pointed out resources that I've not been aware were available to me. My professors being human and
relatable has also been encouraging. Overall, being made aware of all of the resources that Hancock
has to offer has been helpful as I was oblivious to a good portion of them until recently.
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EOPS
STEM LAB / tutoring
Library’s chat service
EOPS
Kurt Kruse
Encouragement from professors and willingness to be available for questions.
Eliminate the thinking that I am going to get the virus.
Distance learningInstructor feedbackFinancial Aid
Course counseling, graduation information, or graduation deadlines/ requierments.
course content, tutoring, communication
Continued teacher support. Many of my professors have held be get through some tough times and
have given me time to complete things which I'm deeply grateful for.
Connection or at least being taught completely and correct so I can understand
Communication, tutoring, and getting that little push from instructors
Communication, study habits, access to technology.
Communication, access to technology, and tutoring.
Communication
Family
Classmates
Communication with my teacher, financial stability, academic and technological resources
Communication is probably the one area that needs improvement on all fronts, from instructors and
students, alike.
communication between student and professor as well as reliability of said professor is the biggest
thing in my book. I experienced the worst class experience because of a professor in the previous
semester who barely showed up and left MIA for a week not even telling the campus if they were at
least okay and left us the students alone to fend for ourselves not necessarily understanding the
curriculum to begin with and not getting answers that made sense to any of us when they did explain
further.
communication and relability.
Communication and follow up with instructors and serivces
Communication
Tutoring
Communication
Structure of course
Tutoring/office hours
Classes that I need at times I can take them.
-Classes being taught every week like normal
- Virtual office hours
-having to turn in notes
Check ins with my instructor.
asking questions.
Contacting other peers.
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Being prepared, taking my coursework serious and studying.
Being in person/in a class setting/physically at school makes me focus more on school work than
being at home working remotely and in online classes in general.
being an student-worker
Getting grants
having counseling on line
being able to use the study rooms at the library because I can focus on studying; flexible schedule to
complete assignments; access to extremely fast and reliable Wi-Fi
Being able to take classes from home but still be able to see and hear my professor as well as talk to
him in real time has really contributed to my success.
being able to study in a quiet place such as the library, having access to recourses like student
services, having access to food.
Being able to go to school from home/work.
Not having to worry about childcare.
Not getting my wages cut due to being at college in person.
Being able to be in classroom and have structure. I do better on campus. I get in a more learning
mindset when I am there. At home, it is too easy to not fully understand or participate. I do not want
to be on a camera all the time.
Be patient with students readjusting to the old coursework. It took us half a semester to get adjusted
to remote learning so it should be considered when returning to in-class classes.
At home synchronous learning is ideal. Online counseling and tutoring is excellent.
An area to study in, such as the study-a-thon events that occurred during Fall 2020.
always help students to be success and what they need like zoom meetings about helping a students.
The instructors needs to asked a student to what they need to do in order to be success and not get
left behind to their assignments.
Not to face to face class because everyone will panic and I don't that everyone else will agree to the
idea.
Access to technology.
Access to technology, financial aid and zoom classes with on-site labs.
Access to technology and study habits
access to classes, good faculty and communications, manageable course requirements.
Access to class face to face.
Academic counselors, resources available such as financial aide, BOG and laptops to borrow to
complete course work.
Ability to pick whether to take a course online or in-person. And if taking a course online for it to be
asynchronous.
Ability to focus, making sure I feel successful, and feeling supported from staff.
a quiet working space,and flexibility
A big thank you to the AHC staff, both teachers and counselors have been incredibly helpful and
capable while being fully remote. The times we are living are strange, but compliments on the hard
work and all the adjustments - I would be happy to continue in exactly the same way and have no
complaints!
100% online courses that I can do late at night (not be online at specific time) is the only way I can
take classes with my work and family responsibilities. Please continue to offer classes this way post
covid.
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1.) Discipline - Students have to be there, and do the work.
2.) Teaching Style - Everyone learns differently; having multiple modes of learning is important
(visuals, oral, kinesthetic, etc.) I personally enjoy working on assignments independently, and
reading/watching videos. I learn really well that way. Also, I find a learn much better when its not a
super serious environment (so from instructors who add some humor, and use better fluctuation in
their voices, and don't rush through material).
3.) Assignment Intensity: I appreciate that if the assignment is a harder more time-consuming
assignment, that I have more days to complete it. Whereas an easier assignment can be done quickly.
Sometimes, harder assignments have been assigned and expected to be done by the next class day.
As someone who also works, sometimes its hard to fit everything in if I still want to have time for
family and recreation too. Or even breaking down aspects of the assignment for submission at certain
dates is helpful too, some professors do that, and I really appreciate it, it helps me to stay on track,
and organize my time better.
1. What helped me the most through my success at Hancock has been the close connection to my
instructor.
2. The social interaction, in which I was able to create study groups.
3. The Math Center was a good space to really focus on all of your work.
1. The instructor
2. Course content
3. Educational goal to transfer
1. Teachers.
2. Course Content
3. Zooming from home
1. Teacher feedback on submitted assignments
2. Teacher office hours that they attend and not cancel
3. Schedule flexibility in attending classes as K-12 schools have not returned to in person instruction
and daycare becomes an issue.
1. Support from all staff at AHC
2. online tutoring
3. laptop assistance
1. Structured schedules with live meetings wether in person or over video.2. Feedback on individual
assignments (particularly essays and critical thinking assignments).3. Flexibility and/or understanding
regarding mental health issues. I had a panic attack in the middle of a virtual class and had to leave
partway through and as a result was blocked from taking a quiz for "being absent", despite having
communicated my issue to the teacher. Not cool.
1. Structured and organized courses and instruction.
2. Emphasizing class understanding over reaching a certain chapter by a deadline.
3. Being enthusiastic and passionate about the material; please don't lecture the entire time, class
interaction is a must!
P.S. If online learning continues, please require the students to have their cameras on, I can almost
guarantee class participation will greatly improve.
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1. Structure of course
2. Textbook Bulldog lending program
3. relatability
4. Access to technology
5. Tutoring
6. Communication
1. Staff at AHC complying with federal, state and county health and safety mandates. 2. Staff at AHC
working with students to find asymmetrical solutions to our needs. 3. The understanding that we are
not out of the woods yet, and that we will continue to comply until we reach our goal with COVID.
1. remote teaching classes.
1. Proper understanding of the resources available to me online
2. Use of available help services, such as tutoring
3. Communication with my proffesors
1. On-line options
2. Communicative instructors
3. Available course options in my major
1. Not having long lectures over Zoom. Prerecorded lectures with Zoom discussion works best for me.
2. SEP planning with counselor
3. Would be helpful to have class search available more in advance so I can plan
1. My rock-star EOPS guidance counselor, Kiri Villa, has been vital to my success.
2. Well planned courses with easy to follow modules have been the most helpful, regardless of
workload. Professor Auten's course style should be a template for other professors, for example. Best
modules I have encountered at Hancock.
3. Professors who communicate well, whether that might be in an ERT class period or via email are
important, not only for success in the course, but also for that in-person connection that is lacking
(understandably) in the pandemic. Not surprisingly, all of my psychology professors have been the
best at this, so shout-outs to Professors Manziara, Eybel, Gossner, and Melena. They keep us
motivated and connected.
1. My amazing Counselor Christina Reed
2. My professors who have tirelessly worked to make distance learning effective through every
hardship we have faced as a class.
3. Hancock administrators of financial aid, career center, resource center, and food share.
1. Meeting classmates and making study groups
2. Having internet access and laptops rentable help ease the stress
3. Recorded lectures
1. lap top
2. hot spot
3. online access to tutoring
1. Having the understanding from the faculty and teachers that we’re going to have some more
difficulties than we had before covid and I’d like to be reassured that these issues won’t effect my
grades
2. I’d like to still have some of the events that we had before covid such study events during midterms
and finals of course, while still following the covid safely guidelines
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3. I’d also like the cafe to open to make sure I can have a good meal during my breaks between
classes
1. Having peace of mind helps me concentrate on schoolwork.2. Having all materials needed like a
laptop and wifi help me be less stressed about accessing class online. 3. Having a cooperative family
that understands how important it is to have time for class and homework is definitely a major
component of my success. Family support.
1. having optional classes via zoom, and online.
1. Good learning environment
2. Help on or off-campus from facilities
3. Good communication between student and professor
1. earlier access to class content so that I can organize and plan study habits
2. communication in class with my teacher via zoom was helpful
3. flexibility or synchronized learning is helpful too
1. Course structure and deadlines (strict or flexible) - Helps keep me on task and avoid procrastination
2. Communication - Being able to easily communicate with my professors has made a significant
impact on my classroom success.
3. Camaraderie - Online/Remote learning has showed me that I would much rather be in class at 8
am, tired, and last minute studying with everyone else than be feeling isolated sitting at my desk at
home wondering if everyone is as nervous for the test as I am.
1. communication
2. structure of the course
3. Professor involvement, which they have shown a lot more during the remote learning
1. Clear course goals, availability of the class assignment schedule ahead of time - to be able to plan.
(Not long ago I dropped a class because the instructor did not upload the assignment list until 2nd
week of the instruction. By the time I was caught up with the assignments, I had to make a decision and had to drop.)
2. Helpful instructor: a teacher that answers questions in a timely manner.
3. Available technology/software: complete package for the class. (One time I purchased a book
online, turned out that it did not come with a code for software installation; when I asked the
bookstore which version I needed, it was discovered that none of the online books came with the
software package.)
1. Asynchronous online classes make education accessible and affordable for everyone; including
those with health concerns or disabilities, unavoidable schedule conflicts, or transportation issues.
Please continue to offer this class format!
2. Instructors who are open-minded and flexible. Life sometimes throws curveballs, which is stressful
enough as it is. If something unavoidable comes up, it's nice to know that we don't have to deal with
the additional stress of trying to convince a strict, rigid instructor to take mercy on us.
1)teachers being more engaged in the class and not just leaving assignments to do without help to
understand the material we are learning
2) Notes or practice quizzes to help understand the material from the book better
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1) The course instructor doesn't just go on about the subject during class but actively encourages
participation and actively tries to include students in the subject.
2) Not having to worry about paying for a course such as Cengage for online materials. Due to the
pandemic, many financial resources have dwindled especially if an individual is no longer employed
and if students have to worry about financial needs on top of school work, it becomes really difficult
to want to stay in school since it starts to become more of a financial burden then anything.
3)When teachers allow for makeups not constantly but enough so that you can bring your grade up a
letter grade. Due to the pandemic, many student's mental health has suffered, and these makeups
help alleviate some ramifications of the deterioration of one's mental health during the pandemic.
1) Teacher availability
2) Structure of class
3) Safety measures in place at all times and strictly enforce by everyone
1- personable teachers with developed, considerate lesson plans
2- affordable classes
3- available classes
1 Online courses
2 Night Classes
3 Flexible Schedules
- Course content
- Communication

